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Abstrat
The method of Damage Spreading was used to simulate the inuene that
a single persons' hange of opionion has on the onsensus opinion built up in
a population if one assumes opinions to form aording to the Sznajd Model.
The results onrm the intuitive assumption that there is hardly any hane
for one person to hange the onsensus, that the eet of this hange dies
out after a ertain time and its range dereases with time. The onsensus
times were ompared and it turned out that the onsensus an be delayed or
aelerated by this slight modiation and that the amount of the dierene
in the onsensus times obeys a ertain power law as well as the lifetime of
the eet. Moreover two saling laws onerning temporal and spatial aspets
ould be observed up to a ertain size of population.
Keywords: Consensus Model; Damage Spreading; Monte Carlo Simulation; Sznajd
Model
1 Introdution
What if Hitler would have been killed as soldier during World War I ? Could this
had stopped National Soialism in Germany ?
A ertain, shoking event like the eruption of a vulano, an airplane rash or Hitlers'
death usually initializes a fration of people to hange their opinion in some way. An
airplane rash for example an ause people to avoid airplanes for the next time and
to travel by train. This behaviour is often a temporary preaution and is abandoned
after a while. The eruption of Mount St. Helens ertainly unsettles people lose
to the vulano more than in Paris. This shows that the eet also dereases with
inreasing distane
1
. Thus, a shoking event has temporal and spatial impats.
While most of the studies on the eet of hanged opinions on the opinion formation
in a population deal with events that hange several opinions and are limited to their
temporal eets, in this paper the limiting ase of a single persons' opinion hange
is investigated and the often negleted spatial impat is also attahed importane
to.
In order to do this, a model of opinion formation is required. We work with the
Sznajd Model of 2000 although the results should be independent of the speial
hoie of model [3℄.
2 The Sznajd Model and the basi results
The Sznajd Model [4℄ assumes that the interating people (agents) are loated on
the plaes of a L×L square lattie of sidelength L and have exatly one of two
1
For more empirial studies see [1℄, [2℄
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possible opinions. The Sznajd rule is:
A pair of nearest neighbours onvines its' six nearest neighbours of its'
opinion if and only if they both share the same opinion. Otherwise the
opinions of all eight involved agents remain unhanged.
Here nearest neighbours are two agents whose plaes share a ommon side.
In the simulation on a omputer the two possible opinions are initially distributed
randomly on the latties' plaes. Then step by step one agent is hosen randomly
as well as one of its nearest neighbours. Then the Sznajd rule is applied on this
pair. This whole proedure is alled a Sznajd proess. One goes through the lattie
like a typewriter and at every position visited one Sznajd proess is performed. One
timestep shall be over when one sweep through the lattie is made, i.e. L2 Sznajd
proesses are performed in average.
This model is a onsensus model that always leads to a onsensus. All agents share
the same opinion at the end, one opinion dies out [5℄. The onsensus opinion depends
ritially on the initial random distribution of the opinions. If the probability p for
opinion 1 is more than 50 perent, opinion−1 will vanish ompletely at the end of the
simulation and vie versa. In the ase p=0.5 the possible onsensus opinions 1 and
−1 are reahed with the same probability 0.5. A FORTRAN-program simulating
the Sznajd Model in the mentioned variant on a square lattie is listed in [5℄.
3 Damage Spreading in the Sznajd Model and the
limiting ase
The method of Damage Spreading was rst used by S. Kaufmann in biology [6℄ and
is an useful tool to investigate the development of two systems that obey the same
kind of dynami rules and dier only in a slight modiation. The strategy is very
simple:
A repliation L2 of the initial system L1 is reated and a ertain amount of elements
is hanged in L2 (initial damage). Then both systems develop under exatly the
same onditions (i.e. the same sequene of random numbers) towards onsensus and
one observes the impat the initial damage has.
Here the systems are two latties, the initial damage onsists in a single persons'
opinion hange and the rule for the dynamis is the Sznajd rule. The eet of the
opinion hange an be measured by the fration of dierent opinions on both latties
at a ertain moment and is alled the damage D (onsistent to the already dened
initial damage) or Hamming-distane. The damage is determined by a site-by-site
omparison of both latties while going through the lattie like a typewriter. Eah
site with a dierene in opinions is summed up. The rst used of damage spreading
in the Sznajd Model was in [7℄ where more than one opinion were hanged.
In the Sznajd Model two dierent szenarios are possible:
The damage dies out (D→0) or the damage spreads over the whole lattie (D→L2).
The last ase ends up in a reversal of the onsensus opinion of the unhanged lattie
and is alled total damage. When one of these two equilibrum states is reahed, the
simulation an stop.
As already mentioned, the state of onsensus is determined by the probability p
for opinion 1 if p 6=0.5. A single hange of opinion does not alter this probability.
2
Therefore the most interesting ase is p=0.5 where total damages are most prob-
able (see g. 1) although the values are very low. The further investigation was
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Figure 1: Probability for total damage as a funtion of p for dierent lattie sizes
(right) and probability for total damage versus lattie size (left).
therefore limited to this ase and it was deided to hange the opinion in the enter
of the lattie to know the initial loation of the damage. Furthermore it should be
mentioned that lattie-sizes of a prime number are used to enable long periods and
minimal orrelations of the random-number-sequenes generated by multipliation
with 16807. The distane of a damaged site to the initial damage (in the enter) is
measured in the Manhattan-metris and the range of the damage in every timestep
is the maximal distane ourring in that timestep. All values were averaged over
10,000 simulations.
4 The inuene of a single opinion
One result of the simulations onerning the temporal spreading of the damage is
that the timespans needed to reah equilibrium (in the sense mentioned above) of
the lattie size obey a power law. This ould be found in ases of extintion as
well as in ases of total damage (see gure 2). Similarly the dierenes in times
needed to reah onsensus as a funtion of the lattie size follow a power law (gure
2). This means that a onsensus an be delayed or aelerated dependending on
the size of the system and is a quite interesting eet: It ould be sometimes quite
ruial whether a onsensus happens in this moment or ten years later.
Furthermore it is supposed that in ases of extintion the time t sales with the
systems' size L2 and the damage is a funtion of this saled time (t/L2) (see gure
3).
The spatial investigation shows that the probability of nding a damaged site at
distane d from the hanged opinion in the enter of the lattie dereases with d
(gure 4). The dependene of the damage from the distane in the onsidered sizes
of the system suggests a saling law (g. 5): The distane sales with
√
t and the
value (damage ·√t) is a funtion of this saled distane (d/√t). This relation auses
a omparison to a diusion proess for whih suh a
√
t-dependene is harateristi.
If the range of the damage (see g. 6) is averaged over only those runs in whih
the damage is still alive at the moment onsidered, the damage inreases ∼√t and
3
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Figure 2: Left : The times needed to reah equilibrium in dependene of the lattie
size L2. In the log-log-plot straight lines with slopes 1.47 and 0.67 are plotted
showing that the spans inrease ∼L2·1.47 and ∼L2·0.67. Right : Absolute dierenes
in onsensus times as a funtion of the lattie size. ∆
cons
∼ L2·1.3 for ases of total
damage and ∆
cons
∼L2·1.1 for ases of extintion.
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Figure 3: The damage as a funtion of the saled time (t/L2). The slope of the
plotted straight line is 0.7.
therefore spreads like in a diusion proess (see inset of g. 6) but nally dies out.
Finally:
Can the hange of an opinion into the onsensus-opinion of the benhmark-simulation
ause a total damage ?
The simulations show that it is indeed possible that an opinion hanged into the
onsensus opinion auses the opposite onsensus.
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Figure 4: Damage probability as a funtion of the distane at dierent times (on a
41×41-lattie).
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Figure 5: Damage probability multiplied with
√
t in dependene of the saled dis-
tane (distance/
√
t). For L=101 and t>500 deviations appear (not shown).
4.1 Conlusion
The results onrm the intuitive assumption that there is hardly any hane for
one person to hange the onsensus, that the eet of this hange dies out after a
ertain time and its range dereases with time. The onsensus times were ompared
and it turned out that the onsensus an be delayed or aelerated by this slight
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Figure 6: The range of the damage as a funtion of time on a 61×61-lattie aver-
aged over all samples. The inset shows that the initial spreading is proportional to√
t if the damage is averaged only over ases in whih it is still alive at the on-
sidered moment. Therefore the spreading resembles a diusion proess at the very
beginning.
modiation and that the amount of the dierene in the onsensus times obeys a
ertain power law as well as the lifetime of the eet.
Moreover two saling laws onerning temporal and spatial aspets ould be observed
up to a ertain size of population.
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